HOW TO RECEIVE YOUR REWARD CARD

To receive your rewards card is just one simple step. Email loyalty@ingallina.com and provide your name, company name and address where it will be mailed to.

HOW TO USE YOUR REWARD CARD

Your rewards card contains 10 boxes on it. These boxes are for you to write your invoice numbers in. Only invoices with a total of $100 or more may be written in the box. Once all 10 boxes are filled in, you can mail, fax or scan and email to the addresses provided below. Once received, you will be sent a $50 Ingallina’s gift certificate!

SEATTLE
135 S. Lucile St • Seattle, WA 98108
Fax (206) 766-8725
Email: loyalty@ingallina.com

PORTLAND
2833 SE 15th Ave • Portland, OR 97202
Fax (503) 233-9405
Email: loyalty@ingallina.com
COMBINING INVOICES

- Invoices of several hundred dollar total may be entered more than once on your Rewards Card. The invoice number can be written in a box for every hundred dollars spent. For example, if one invoice is valued at $370. You may enter that invoice number in 3 of the boxes on your card. There is no rounding up to the nearest hundred.

- Invoices that are not at least 100 dollars, may not be entered and cannot be combined with other invoices to make an entry on the card. The only exception to this is if there is more than one invoice for the same delivery date, time and location (i.e., an order was added to after the first one was processed, requiring a second invoice).

TERMS & CONDITIONS

- The Ingallina’s Customer Loyalty Rewards Card program is effective as of 2 June 2009 for those who responded to our 1 June 2009 email. Any invoices dated prior to this date cannot be entered on the card. Otherwise the effective date is 5 June 2009.

- All invoices entered on a Rewards Card must be dated within the same 12 month time period.

- The Ingallina’s Loyalty Rewards Card is a promotional offer which is subject to change and/or cancellation with or without notice. It has no monetary value beyond ordering at Ingallina’s Box Lunch. It cannot be exchanged for money in any currency and may not be sold.